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Calculating the local solvent chemical potential in crystal hydrates
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Determining solvation patterns in biological systems is crucial in investigating the functional role water may
play in structural stabilization and molecular recognition. Determining whether a particular position would be
occupied by a solvent molecule requires the local thermodynamics to be known. In this work we introduce a
simple and inexpensive approach based on grand canonical molecular simulations to determine the occupancy
factors of the cavities. The method is applied to the test case of the sodium salt of hyaluronic acid. The results
agree very well with experimental results and demonstrate the success of the method.

PACS number~s!: 87.10.1e, 87.15.He, 87.15.By, 36.20.Ey
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I. OVERVIEW

It has been well recognized that water molecules, wh
strongly interact with proteins and/or nucleic acids, can h
functional roles such as structural stabilization, mediat
electron transfer and binding of ligands, facilitating biom
lecular recognition and catalysis, and aiding complex form
tion @1#. Unfortunately, mainly due to the relatively highe
mobility of waters, the detection of the water locations
biological crystals using conventional x-ray diffraction a
NMR approaches is problematic and is often of limited u
Such problems also arise in determining small and mo
molecules in porous solid structures such as zeolites.
these reasons, computational approaches can serv
complement experiments.

One intrinsic difficulty of theoretical approaches in dete
mining the location of small molecules in crystals of biolog
cal systems or of porous materials is the irregular shapes
inhomogeneous inner walls of the cavities containing
small molecules. In some cases, the cavities are also
jointed and do not allow for the small molecules to move
between the cavities. In an earlier study, we have called s
effects enclosed cavity effects@2#. A biological crystal is an
inhomogeneous system, and therefore, the biomolecule~sol-
ute molecule! acts as an external source to the solvent m
ecules and introduces an inhomogeneous field in the cavi
Because of the existence of such an ‘‘external’’ field, it c
be expected that dynamic and thermal properties of hyd
ing water~or other small molecules! in confined spaces coul
be quite different from that of the bulk system. This mak
thea priori prediction of how many waters reside in a give
cavity and what would be their locations very difficu
Therefore, some ‘‘unconventional’’ approaches are nee
to tackle such issues.

We have recently demonstrated that an approach base
grand canonical molecular simulations can be a powe
tool to determine the location of waters in biological syste
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@2–5#. The advantages of grand canonical simulations o
the more conventional canonical ones can be briefly sum
rized as@2#: ~a! the ability to distribute molecules betwee
cavities without any bias, and~b! the possibility of molecule
transfer between the cavities during the simulation r
These differences remove the bias due to the initial confi
ration and considerably improve the statistical sampling. T
only required property that needs to be known is the den
of the system, which is used to adjust the chemical poten
In this work, we introduce an approach to compute the lo
thermodynamic properties of water molecules in crystal
drates. In this approach the chemical potentials of cry
waters in a certain local region are computed making
density information unnecessary. The computed local th
modynamic properties can then be used to accurately de
mine the local solvent density in specific regions~cavities! of
the crystals. In the following sections we first introduce o
approach and then apply it to a sample oligosaccharide c
tal hydrate, the sodium salt of hyaluronic acid.

II. GRAND CANONICAL MONTE CARLO SIMULATIONS

In statistical mechanical treatments, such as molec
simulations, the aim is to calculate the ensemble avera

$Ō% of the desired observables$O%, and the choice of the
extensive variables defines the ensemble used@6#. A grand
canonical ensemble simulation is in essence equivalent
set of appropriately weighted canonical ensemble simu
tions @3#, and the grand canonical partition function for
one-component systemJ(m,V,T) can be expressed in term
of the canonical ensemble partition functionQ(N,V,T) as

J5(
N

`
zN

N!
QN , ~1!

wherez is the fugacity~activity! function. Due to this simi-
larity, the grand canonical ensemble simulation metho
were developed by generalizing the existing canonical sim
lation methods@2,7,8# enhanced by cavity-biased insertion
@9#. Generalization of the above expression to multicomp
nents is straightforward. For a two component system,
~1! becomes

a-
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J~m,V,T!5 (
$N1 ,N2%

` z1
N1 z2

N2

N1! N2!
QN, ~2!

wherezi5ebm i/L i
3 is the fugacity function of thei th com-

ponent with the chemical potentialm i and thermal de Broglie
wavelengthL i5h/A2pmikT. In this case the ensemble a
erage of an observableO can be expressed as

Ō5
1

J (
$N1 ,N2%

` z1
N1 z2

N2

N1! N2!
ON̄, ~3!

where N is the total number of molecules, and($N1 ,N2%
denotes an unrestricted sum overN1 andN2.

In this study we use grand canonical Monte Ca
~GCMC! simulations and we follow Adams’s formulatio
@3,7#. If one defines a ‘‘B’’ parameter for thei th component
asBi5bm i1 ln(V/Li

3), the grand canonical partition functio
for a two-component system can be written as

J5 (
$N1 ,N2%

`
eN1B11N2B2

N1! N2! E dtN e2bUN, ~4!

where dtN5dGN /VN is the normalized volume elemen
~i.e., when integrated it gives 1!. Therefore, in contrast to th
Boltzmann factore2bUN used in the canonical ensemble,
the grand canonical simulations one utilizes the probab
factoreNB2bU/N! in generating the Markov chain. In a prac
tical implementation, one tunes theB parameters, i.e., effec
tively the chemical potentials, until the desired composit
is obtained.

In the ‘‘traditional’’ approach described above, an over
solvent density needs to be defined to adjust the chem
potential of solvent molecules. How many solvent molecu
a specific cavity contains is found by running a grand
nonical molecular simulation using this chemical poten
and counting the number of solvent molecules in the inv
tigated region. It should be noted that the cavities obser
in biomolecular systems can be quite small; they can con
as few as a single water molecule. Because of the inho
geneity due to the solute’s field, guessing the number
solvent molecules using the cavity volume as the only cr
ria may give seriously wrong results@10#. The question of
how many solvent molecules occupy a given cavity on av
age can only be answered by determining the local ther
dynamic properties of the system. This requires the inform
tion about the free energy cost of including or removi
water molecule~s! from a specified region. In the following
section, we introduce a simple approach which allows
such detailed local population analysis.

A. Local solvent chemical potential

Since the free-energy cost of adding an additional wa
molecule to a cavity would depend on how many water
already contains, the local chemical potential of the water
a specific cavity is a function of the local solvent density.
the thermodynamic properties of occupation of the cavity
waters is known, one can compare the density-dependen
cal chemical potential with that of a reference system,
bath or the reservoir ~which in our case would be the solu
y
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tion in which the crystal was grown!, and decide on the
optimal number of waters for the cavity. One way of obta
ing the local free energies is by calculating the incremen
free energy of adding an additional solvent molecule into
cavity @10#. This, in principle, can be done by performing
series of free-energy simulations using conventional te
niques such as free-energy perturbation or thermodyna
integration methods. However, such free-energy simulati
are computationally expensive and have to be perform
separately for each cavity. Also, they provide results wh
are meaningful only for full occupancies. The approach
veloped in this paper allows for the calculation of the nec
sary free-energy information in a series of much less exp
sive grand canonical simulations. Our approach can prov
the results simultaneously for each cavity present in the s
tem or one can employ computational tricks such as the c
method introduced below and emphasize the sampling
small region. Such tricks improve the sampling efficien
and reduce the required computational expense. Furt
more, the grand canonical simulations would provide
chemical potential as a continuous function of the dens
i.e., statistical fractional occupancies can be also dealt w

B. Color-bias sampling

To compute the properties of solvent molecules in a s
cific cavity, one has to find ways to label those molecules
distinct from other solvent molecules. This can be achiev
by attaching acolor label to the waters. The fictitious colo
label does not change the system Hamiltonian but provid
means of defining to which cavity a certain water molec
belongs. It is essentially a tool where tags are attached
waters allowing the treatment of the system as a multico
ponent solvent system. Color labels are used to keep
waters in the specified region from mixing with the rema
ing water molecules. Tags also specify if a water is deleta
and/or insertable. Therefore, the color labeling effectiv
transforms a one solvent component system into a t
component~or multicomponent! one. In this paper we labe
the waters in the designated region~call it region C) with
color labelR, and the waters in the other parts of the syst
will carry the color labelO. All waters with labelR reside in
region C at the beginning of the simulation, and the sam
cavity contains noO-labeled water. AllR-labeled waters can
be inserted and/or deleted during the simulation. With
proper choice of the bias potential~see below!, insertion or
deletion of theO-labeled waters can be disallowed. Since t
molecules can get transferred from one cavity to another d
ing the simulation, obtaining correct statistical data requi
the implementation of the necessary procedures to k
R-labeled water in regionC and not to allowO-labeled water
to enter the cavity. This can be achieved using a bias~um-
brella! potential. In biased sampling@11#, one writes the in-
teraction potential asU5U1Ub2Ub[U82Ub where Ub
is the bias potential and samples the system using the m
fied potentialU8. The ensemble average of a quantity^O&
then can be calculated using

^O&5
^O eb Ub&8

^eb Ub&8
. ~5!

In the above equation, the symbol^•••&8 denotes an en-
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PRE 62 7079CALCULATING THE LOCAL SOLVENT CHEMICAL . . .
semble average using the modified potentialU8. The bias
potential can, in principle, be defined in any way but in th
paper we choose a simple bias potential which is zero in
the desired region and has a constant value outside it,

eb Ub55
1 if R2labeled water is inC region,

g1 if R2labeled water is outsideC region,

g2 if O2labeled water is inC region,

1 if O2labeled water is outsideC region.
~6!

If g values are chosen to be very large~as done in this
study!, g1 ,g2→`, a hard-wall potential is obtained whic
ensures that the molecules would be kept in their assig
regions. It can be noted that the above set is only a partic
choice, soft-core potentials or multiregional potentials c
also be used@12,13#.

III. COMPUTATIONS

The above outlined approach was applied to determine
thermodynamic properties of waters in orthorhombic crys
of the sodium salt of hyaluronic acid~HYA !, a system that
we have investigated before@2#. HYA is a linear polydisac-
charide of the form (-GCU-NAG-)n , where GCU is gluco-
ronic acid and NAG isN-acetylglucosamine@14#. Each unit
cell of HYA, with dimensions 11.53, 9.89, and 33.86 Å
consists of four asymmetric subunits. In the unit cell, th
are eight residues each of GCU and NAG, eight sodiu
and 16 experimentally determined waters. The linear po
disaccharide chains form two antiparallel left-handed helic
Because of the crystal symmetry, only two of the sodiu
and four of the waters are unique~i.e., each subunit contain
two Na1 and four H2O). To obtain a rectangular simulatio
cell with less size asymmetry, the crystal unit cell was re
licated in thex andy directions to form a bigger simulatio
unit cell with dimensions 23.06, 19.78, and 33.86 Å. Th
our simulation unit cell contained 16 asymmetric subun
One of these subunits was assigned as region-C and con-
tained theR-labeled water. Similarly, the remaining subun
were labeled as the region containing theO-labeled water.

As has already been noted before@13#, the hard-wall bias
potential given in Eq.~6! might introduce errors when th
water distribution function is continuous across the bound
of regionC. An example of such a case would be if a cav
with assigned borders has surface openings through w
waters may leave and enter the region. Since the local t
modynamic properties can strongly depend on the locat
the results may be effected by the chosen boundary. H
ever, a close inspection of HYA crystal structure reveals t
the cavities containing waters are quite isolated from e
other. Therefore, in our case defining an isolated regionC
and keeping the labeled waters in that space using a h
wall bias potential should not have any important effect
the computed chemical potentials. To make sure that th
the case, the waters were monitored during simulations
attempts to cross the boundary were rejected. Such insta
occurred only a handful of times~out of millions of trials!
when the number of waters in regionC was much higher
than the available space can realistically accommodate.

The GCMC simulations were performed starting with t
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experimental structure. The oligosaccharide polymer and
dium ions were kept fixed at their experimental position
The Markov chain was generated by alternating between
regular displacement moves and the insertion and/or dele
attempts for water molecules. Color-biased sampling d
cussed earlier made it possible to treat the system in su
way that the number of water molecules was allowed to fl
tuate only in theR-region. Even though the waters in th
O-labeled region had the full movement freedom, the b
potential constrains the system in such a way that the t
number ofO-labeled waters is kept constant. In this aspe
our simulation method is a mixture of grand canonical a
canonical ensembles. The temperature was 300 K.
cavity-biased insertions were utilized@9#. To define the cavi-
ties, the van der Waals surface of the polymer chains an
the sodiums was created using a solvent probe diamete
2.4 Å. Employed interaction parameters, charges, and
other details of the simulations can be found in Ref.@2#. A
series of GCMC simulations were performed for differe
values of theB parameter~i.e., the chemical potential!. At
eachB value, the system was equilibrated by running a sim
lation and observing the equilibration characteristics. On
the system was found to be equilibrated, a run to collect d
was started. Data collection runs were performed for 15 to
million Monte Carlo~MC! steps. In all cases, the runs we
well converged and the approximate error bar in the de
mined N̄, the average number of water molecules, is le
than 0.1.

It is necessary to use the chemical potential of waters
experimental conditions as the reference value. We c
however, approximate this value with that of bulk water. F
this purpose, the chemical potential of bulk water atT
5300 K and at a density of 1 g/cm3 was also calculated
using the GCMC simulation, and it was found to be210.9
kcal/mol. Note this is the absolute chemical potential cor
sponding to an excess~over the ideal gas value! chemical
potential of26.3 kcal/mol, in good agreement with earlie
studies@16#.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the chemical potential of waters in one
the subunits of the HYA crystal as a function of number
waters in that subunit. The constant line is the chemical
tential of the bulk water. As the figure shows, the local wa
chemical potential is a monotonously increasing function
the density. In the x-ray experiments, it was found that e
subunit contains four waters@14#. We observe that the free
energy of setting three waters into the subunit of the HY
crystal hydrate is very favorable and that there is a la
increase in the local chemical potential when the numbe
waters in the subunit is slightly larger than 4. The avera
number of waters in one subunit can be estimated asN̄
54.1 by equating the chemical potential of the waters in
cavity to that of the bulk water. Therefore, it is expected th
most of the subunits will have four waters and some subu
may have more, most likely five waters. This finding is a
tually consistent with our previous study. In Ref.@2# it was
observed that, even though it may have a low occupa
factor, there could be a fifth water in each subunit. In t
analysis of the x-ray diffraction spectra, the sodium io
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7080 PRE 62HALUK RESAT AND MIHALY MEZEI
were modeled as having a coordination of six. This built
condition may not have allowed detection of the fifth wa
location. It has actually been observed in ion chromatog
phy experiments of polymers that the sodium ion can
coordinated to seven oxygens@15#.

Note that the function plotted in Fig. 1 shows the avera
chemical potential as a function of number of waters in
subunit. Therefore, ifmk21 represents the chemical potenti
when there are (k21) waters in the subunit, then the fre
energy cost of adding thekth water into the subunitDFk
would bek(mk2mk21)1mk21. Table I reports the estimate
free-energy costs of adding additional waters into the s
unit. The required incremental free energy of adding
fourth water is positive but adding this water is still therm
dynamically favorable. The addition of the fifth water furth
increases the free energy in such a way that the chem
potential of the waters in the cavity becomes higher than
chemical potential of the bulk water. Therefore, the addit
of the fifth water is not favored. Thus, thermally accessi
configurations with five waters are most likely short-live
intermediate states of the system.

To investigate the effect of keeping the sodium ions fix
during the simulations, we ran a second series of GC
simulations allowing the sodium ions to move within th

FIG. 1. Chemical potential of waters in a subunit in kcal/mol.N
is the number of water molecules in a subunit.

TABLE I. Incremental free-energy cost of adding solvent m
ecules into the cavity, and the density-dependent solvent chem
potential.mN is the water chemical potential if there areN waters in
the subunit.mN values were extrapolated from the data reported
Fig. 1. DFN is the free-energy cost of adding theNth water when
there are already (N21) waters in the subunit.mN andDFN are in
kcal/mol.

N mN DFN

1 220.4 220.4
2 219.4 218.4
3 217.6 214.0
4 211.5 6.8
5 27.4 9.0
6 24.8 8.2
r
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e

e
e
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cavities they reside. The results were in good agreement
the first case, Fig. 2. We have also investigated if the way
cavities are defined would have an impact on the free-ene
results. To this effect, the simulations with mobile sodiu
ions were repeated. However, this time the van der Wa
surface of the polymer chains and of the sodiums was cre
using a solvent probe diameter of 1.2 Å. The results for t
test case study are also reported in Fig. 2. As it can be s
the results of the three sets of simulations~with or without
sodium ion mobility, or with using different solvent prob
radius values to define the molecular surfaces! agree very
well, see Fig. 2.

We have also investigated the volume available to
solvent molecules by constructing the molecular surfac
The volumes of the cavities in the crystal depend on how
molecular surface is defined. A probe radius ofRp50.8 Å
seems to be the appropriate value to define the molec
surfaces of biomolecules@5#. With this probe radius, the vol
ume available to solvent molecules in each subunit of
HYA crystal is 116 Å3 which is roughly the volume of four
waters in bulk phase. This observation, too, supports the
sult that there are four waters in each unit cell. Howev
calculations based on molecular surfaces to determine
amount of space available to the solvent is very sensitive
the value of the probe radius. For example, if the radius
the probe is increased to 1.2 Å, the volume available to
solvent becomes 21 Å3, not enough to accommodate even
single water molecule. Similarly, a smaller probe radiu
Rp50.4 Å, results in a volume of 310 Å3 which is sufficient
to hold ten waters. Such strong sensitivity to the probe rad
further confirms the fact that the number of molecules
confined spaces cannot be reliably predicted by using
molecular volumes alone.

In this paper we introduced an approach to calculate
local chemical potential of small molecules in confin
spaces. The approach was applied to study the hydration
tern of HYA crystal. As our results show, our theoretic
results agree very well with the experimental results. O

FIG. 2. Chemical potential of waters in a subunit. Comparis
of the various simulation approaches. Rectangles: Fixed sodi
with a solvent probe radius of 1.2 Å. Triangles: Mobile sodium
with a solvent probe radius of 1.2 Å. Crosses: Mobile sodiums w
a solvent probe radius of 0.6 Å.
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results also demonstrate by example that the method de
oped here can be a powerful tool by supplementing exp
mental studies with atomic level structural and thermo
namic data. Our approach is a simple, easy to implem
and computationally inexpensive tool to study the dynam
el-
i-
-
t,

c

and thermodynamic properties of small molecules in c
fined spaces. A full description of the approach and in-de
analysis of the reported simulations, including the occu
tion probabilities of solvent residence sites, will be report
elsewhere@17#.
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